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the major benefits of the synopsys solution include: automated non-conformity detection and reporting automated reporting of non-conformities ability to make design changes to alleviate non-conformities ability to run analysis again to identify root cause of non-conformities analyze and correlate non-conformities with test results
analyze and correlate non-conformities with design coverage view the number of "no report" non-conformities and their impact identifying and eliminating non-conformities early can save you valuable resources and time. you can automate non-conformity detection and reporting in vcs. you can automate the process of making
design changes to alleviate non-conformities and run the analysis again to identify the root cause of the non-conformities. you can generate non-conformity reports in a format that can be easily reviewed. koeter says that synopsys' target market is continuing to broaden. he notes that the company currently sees more design

projects within the industrial side of the semiconductor market than within consumer products. koeter says that synopsys is in the early innings of a rollout of a new platform, which will allow users to more easily and quickly develop design flows. the goal is to make it easier to switch from one technology to another, or from one
configuration to another, and to "eliminate a lot of the tedious manual work that is associated with that." for example, it's easier for the designer to simply edit a sequence of flow blocks, as opposed to try and figure out how to get the various blocks to work with each other. the intention is to reduce the risk of errors associated with

manual and potentially error-prone manual design processes.
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synopsys has produced numerous versions of vcs for their customers including: vcs 6.0 vcs 7.0 vcs 8.1 vcs 8.2 vcs 8.3 vcs 8.4 vcs 8.5 vcs 8.6 vcs 8.7 vcs 8.8 vcs 9.0 vcs 9.1 vcs 9.2 vcs 9.3 vcs 9.4 vcs 9.5 the synopsys dc website does not have a web based manual. it does provide a pdf manual, but there is no quick guide to get
started. there is an online manual which may be easier to read than the pdf manual. when the synopsys compiler reaches the end of the -o line, it outputs the device netlist to the directory specified by the -o option.at the end of the -o line, the synopsys compiler returns to the -h line to display help information.that's all there is to

it! to use the compile_ultra command, you need to use the command, synopsys-dc, to create an executable program to compile your target device. the compile_ultra command will search for the compile_ultra_library library in the synopsys directory. you can also specify the directory to look for the library by passing the -l option to
the compile_ultra command. 5ec8ef588b
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